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Versatile Synergy is a Dubai-based digital
consultant focused on building your
brand and increasing customer
acquisition by developing useful content
and stimulating digital transformations.
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We help businesses generate profitable
growth by leveraging on digital tools,
connecting ideas to the right
technologies, and capitalising on a
global network of growth
opportunities.
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We are passionate about technology,
media, and marketing —tools that
enrich modern businesses and propel
them to the next level.
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Our areas of expertise
Digital Transformation

Business Intelligence

Transformation begins with the adoption of the

We help businesses optimize their strategies by

digital mindset and application of tools and

providing essential insights into their challenges.

strategies; followed by a continuous cycle of

The intelligence we provide is propietary and

data-collection and analyses to ensure that

backed by verifiable data and statistics from

customers receive value from the product.

reputable research centers, news sources,
research journals, and other published services.

View our digital portfolio: http://bit.ly/vsfolio

Digital Media Production

Marketing Campaigns

We provide commercial production expertise to

Develop cost-effective marketing campaigns with

develop high-quality, and effective promotional

different levels of sophistication built into the

materials for digital, print, and 360° campaigns.

strategy —we'll study your situation and
recommend the best actions for the best results.

Watch our Showreel: http://bit.ly/vsshowreel
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Digital Transformation Services
Website Development

App Development

Blockchain applications

Our mobile-first approach to

Bring your amazing app idea to

Cryptocurrencies are a major

website development ensures

life with the help of our

application of this new

functional and engaging online

professional app developers for

technology but other industries

properties that are tailored to

Android and Ios.

like banking, healthcare, real

your business' needs.

Language Translation

SEO & Analytics

Speak your audiences native

On-site Search Engine

language to gradually increase

Optimization helps customers

brand affinity and audience

find your website, and tracking

retention over time.

data from web analytics tells you
more about them.

AI and Machine Learning
Artificial intelligence is already

Inventory Digitization

widely used in business

Bring your business into the

applications, including

digital age by fully encoding your

automation, data analytics, and

inventory into a digital database;

natural language processing. But

complete with images,

there are common applications

descriptions, item counts, SKUs,

that you may not be aware of

and other important relevant

that can have a big impact on

information.

your business operations

estate, cybersecurity,
e-commerce, and IoT have
begun to take heed. Explore the
possibilities yourself.
Cyber Security
Protect your systems and
networks from malicious agents
anywhere in the world.
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Business Intelligence Services
Market Research

Presentation Decks

We provide market research

Research presented in an

services for clients who are

exciting and engaging manner.

looking to make a move. We

Let us help you close that client

• Strategic planning

collect the necessary data,

with your next presentation

• Brand building

prepare a report, and bring you

deck.

• Competitor research

recommendations based on
data analysis

Example Services:

• Blog writing
Digital Marketing Strategy and

• Proposal writing

Execution

• Google & social media analytics

Data Analysis

If you need to engage in digital

Your database is a treaure trove

advertising but have no idea how

of information that you can use

to start? We'll work with your

to scale your business up

sales and marketing teams to
come up with a digital strategy
to help you reach your goals.
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Digital Media Production Services
Video Production

Graphic Design

Shortform or longform videos

Our design expertise reaches

are some of the most effective

from designing advertisements,

tools in getting your message

social media posts, logo

• Commercial production

across the constant media noise

re-designs to everything in

• Script development

your audience experiences daily.

between.

• Professional photography and

Example Services:

videography
• Licensed drone operators
• Graphics production
• Storyboarding
• Live event documentation
• Animated explainer videos
• Social media posts and content
• Logo design
• Vector illustrations
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Digital Marketing Services
Content Development

Social Media Amplification /

We create content for any media.

Brand Awareness

Whether it's for social media,

Build your social media presence

digital advertisement, blogs, or

and grow brand awareness —a

press release our team of

proven tactic that has helped

copywriters and artists helps you

many successful companies

communicate your message
most effectively.

Example Services:
• Content calendar development
• Lead generation
• Email marketing
• Social media management
• Events management
• PR media release
• Sponsor solicitation
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We’ve completed projects across
different industries worldwide

Website / E-commerce

Video Production

Marketing Campaign

Mobile App

Design
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Social Media Management
Marketing Campaign

Design

YoungShip Dubai
YS is a local non-profit aimed at bringing together members of the
maritime industry in Dubai. The company needed help to grow their
followers and engagement to support their sponsorship solicitation
efforts for their events and other activities.
The key challenge was to plan content that would be engaging to the
target audience —transitory seafarers, who often find themselves
semi-detached from normal lives due to spending months out in the sea.
End of 4th Quarter 2020 Results:

20-24 planned

8% increase in

70% increase in

posts and stories a

monthly followers

monthly post

month

engagements
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Digital Transformation / Social Media
Website Development

Marketing Campaign

Mobile App

Design

Castle Gate Real Estate
Castle Gate’s needed to re-make it’s online properties but the challenge was to
identify the right positioning and products to distinguish itself from the
thousands of real estate agencies in Dubai.
The solution was to play to the employee’s strengths: highly-experienced,
Arabic-speaking professionals who could speak directly to young Emiratis.
The strategy was to mount education campaigns about the beneﬁts of early
real estate investment, and present the yuppy audience with aﬀordable
options inside and outside of Dubai.
We also redesigned the logo, developed a new website and planned the launch
of a mobile app that mirrored speciﬁc social media features to make the app
as intuitive as possible.

CASTLE GATE

اﻟﻌﻘﺎرات

CASTLE GATE
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Digital Transformation
Website Development

Marketing Campaign

Design
S I N C E

Blooms
A business started in 1986, Blooms is a thriving industrial, floral-supplier in
the UAE that needed to create new revenue streams because of the
events industry being curtailed by the pandemic.
The solution was to develop the necessary assets to turn part of their
operations into a retail service.
This included a brand re-fresh, the development of an e-commerce site
with payment gateways, logistics, and customer service support,
products digitization, re-design of corporate materials, and website
management.

1 9 8 6
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Management
Mohammed Faisal - CEO
Mohammed has a background in
entrepreneurship and worked in London for a
Scandinavian family office focusing on private
equity and venture capital investments for
technology businesses.
mf@versatilesynergy.com

http://bit.ly/mf-vs

Rafael Mondonedo - COO
A Google-certified, marketing, tech & media
applications specialist; who was already
developing and managing campaigns in
Singapore and Australia before landing in Dubai in
2013.
rm@versatilesynergy.com

http://bit.ly/rm-vs
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For more information, please contact us on:

www.versatilesynergy.com
tech@versatilesynergy.com
+971-58-513-2500
@versatilesynergytech

